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We are here. 



LHC is pushing ahead.

Exp. collaborations are pursuing a broad
and comprehensive physics program:
SUSY, composite H, extra Dim, etc.
  



New directions




The potential of a lot of data

- Very rare signal

E.g. dark sector, rare decays, ...


- Data can help with reducing systematics

Precision measurements.
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An important example:

Long lived particles



LLP: Largely unexplored territory
stronger
 coupling

heavier NP 
particle

NP too heavy for LHC
with direct production 

dark sector:
LLP, etc

covered by
current searches



Great motivation to fully 
explore!




My talk

- A theory overview: models... 



Well documented

Simplified models, channels, signatures...



tons of models

6/19/18 Zhen Liu          LLP @ LHC                    LPC TOTW3 MATHUSLA physics case, D. Curtin et al, appearing tonight

General LLP Map



My talk

- Instead of reading the white paper to you...


- I  review some estimates, reflect some (my) 
theory bias


What kind of life time we expect? 


A lot of tuning, tricks? 


- A theorist’s view of experimental probes.

Direction for further developments. 



Theory considerations (biases)

- Of course, anything is possible. But: 


- TeV new physics is somehow involved in bridging the 
SM and the LLPs


Good physics motivation, TeV close to EW scale.


- LLP needs small coupling. But small number happens 
usually for some reason. 


Something to do with dark matter? Dark means small 
coupling. 


Neutrino mass? Small mass, small coupling.  


Additional symmetries



Production vs decay

SM

SM SM

LLP

Production

Decay

Simplest model,  one effective coupling

Can be difficult to have sufficient rate while maintaining 
long life time.



Production vs decay

SM

SM

LLP

Decay

More ideal, separate production and decay.

Pair production. Otherwise same coupling leads to decay.

SM

SM

LLP

Production

LLP



Production benchmarks

Mostly pair production.



LLP carrying SM quantum number
- Similar to SM matter field, generically expected to 

have renormalizable coupling to SM. 

Typical example, RPV

cτ ∼ 1 mm ( 10−6

λ )
2

( 100 GeV
m )

Need tiny coupling.  RPV couplings typically 
constrained by other considerations. 

Long life time possible, probably not very long 



Interesting cases I

Charge and neutral particles from a 
Electroweak triplet (e.g. wino)

Mass differences determined, no tuning and 
other model dependence. 

cτ ≃ 1 cm ( (m± − m0)
350 MeV )

3



Interesting cases II

cτ ∼ 1 m (
F

103 TeV )
4

( 100 GeV
mτ̃ )

5

Gauge mediation. 100 - 104 TeV SUSY breaking 
scale well motivated. 

Life time 10-4  - 104 m

A good LLP candidate with a wide range of 
possible lifetime!



LLP is a SM singlet

- Many possibilities. 


- Couple to SM gauge invariant operators

“Portal”s 

𝒪SM : H†H, Fμν, H†WμνH, HL, JU(1), . . .
ℒSM, higher order . . .



Naively

- LLP needs dim 7 or higher. A little contrived.


- But, couplings could be further suppressed. Some 
can even be well motivated.


dim − 6 :
X𝒪SM

Λ2
→ Γ ∝

m5
X

Λ4
→ cτ ∼ 10−6m

dim − 7 :
X𝒪SM

Λ3
→ Γ ∝

m7
X

Λ6
→ cτ ∼ 1cm

dim − 8 :
X𝒪SM

Λ4
→ Γ ∝

m9
X

Λ8
→ cτ ∼ 10m

X : LLP . mX = 10 GeV, Λ = 1 TeV



Higgs portal.

- Too small a mixing with the Higgs?

μXH†H H =
1

2
(v + h)

→ μvXh →
μv
m2

h

mb

v
Xbb̄ Last step: integrating out Higgs

μv
m2

h

mb

v
∼ 10−7 → cτ ∼ mIf

pp → h → X . . . , X → bb̄At the LHC:



A class of model

ℒ ⊃
α̂
6π

v
f

h
f

ĜμνĜμν

Dark sector dark QCD.  Higgs couples to dark QCD through TeV new physics. 

α̂ : dark QCD coupling, f ∼ TeV ∼ mNP, v/f : Higgs NP mixing

Dark QCD confines around m0 = 10 GeV,  
produces bound states X (e.g. glueball).

mX ∼ m0 ∼ 10 GeV



A class of model

ℒ ⊃
α̂
6π

v
f

h
f

ĜμνĜμν

α̂ : dark QCD coupling, f ∼ TeV ∼ mNP, v/f : Higgs NP mixing

μv
m2

h

mb

v
∼

1
8π2

mb

v
m3

0

f ⋅ m2
h

∼ 10−8 cτ ≃ 18m × ( 10 GeV
m0 )

7

( f
750 GeV )

4

BR(h → dark glueballs) < 1 %

A bit model building, but not so unreasonable 

Signal pretty generic:  hidden valley,  twin Higgs...

Other LLPs with small mixings to Higgs:  ALPs, relaxion, extra-singlet...
With various degrees of motivation. Similar signal.  



Neutrino 𝒪SM = HL

λνXHL + MXcX + h . c . ×
sin θν X

See-Saw model

Basic See − Saw : sin2 θ = 10−12 ( mν

0.01 eV ) ( 10 GeV
mX )

Larger mixing possible for extended models: inverse, linear...



Neutrino 𝒪SM = HL

λνXHL + MXcX + h . c . ×
sin θν X

See-Saw model

Basic See − Saw : sin2 θ = 10−12 ( mν

0.01 eV ) ( 10 GeV
mX )

Larger mixing possible for extended models: inverse, linear...

cτ ≃ 1 m × ( 10−8

sin2 θ ) ( 10 GeV
mX )

5

3 ab−1 × σ(pp → W±) ⋅ BR(W± → ℓ±X) ≃ 2 × 103 ( sin2 θ
10−8 )

With trade-off between production and decay,  LLP signal possible. 

Difficult to reach the basic see saw model due to low production rate. 



Dark photon 

𝒪SM = Fμν, JU(1) → ℒ ⊃ ϵFμνF′�μν, ϵA′�JU(1)

cτ ∼ 1 cm ( 10−5

ϵ )
2

( mA′ �

GeV )

Typically, coupling loop induced
LLP signal possible (on the shorter side) 

ϵ ∼ 10−3÷4

Bauer, Foldenauer, Jaeckel, 1803.05466



Lessons from models

- Simple motivations and relatively simple setups 
lead to models with LLPs. 


Not inevitable, but quite generic. 


- Covers a range of lifetimes (1 cm - 104 km), and 
GeV-ish masses (LHC can probe).


- Rich final states: bb, jj, met, lepton, etc. 



Directions of experimental 
searches



Far detectors

1% milliQan “demonstrator” 
installed in tunnel!

A new LHC detector for heavy milli-charged particles

� Reasonable theories, e.g. massless dark photon gives milli-charged dark fermion

� 33m from CMS interaction point, behind 17m of rock (blocks SM particles)

� Milli-charged particles produced via DY and one leaves 3 coincident hits in 3 layers

� 1200 PMTs and 80cm plastic scints with 10ns resolution for single photo-electrons

� Self-triggering and not connected with CMS (passively uses CMS/LHC clock signal)

� Build and commission in 2019-20, collect data in Run3

� Cover mass = 0.1 – 100 GeV for charge = 0.002 – 0.3 e by 2022

� More generally, the first detector sensitive to small ionization at a collider

� Thanks to support from CMS and CERN technical staff, milliQan is moving forward

� 1% milliQan demonstrator installed last summer and taking data since

� Recently upgraded with additional channels and active cosmic veto panels

milliQan

Letter of intent:
arXiv:1607.04669

Proposals for shielded detectors
4

x

'

SM

SM

CODEX-b box

UXA shield

shield veto

IP8Pb shield

DELPHI

MATHUSLA

FASERmilliQan

CODEX-b

Discussion session after this talk
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CODEX-b

x

'

SM

SM

CODEX-b box

UXA shield

shield veto

IP8Pb shield

DELPHI

Data acquisition will be moved to surface for run 3

new detectors far
away from the interaction region



Broad coverage in mass and coupling

Exotic Higgs decays

For low masses, ATLAS/CMS are background limited, CODEX-b & MATHUSLA have an edge

ATLAS reach: A. Coccaro, et al.: 1605.02742
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Application: 
Neutral Naturalness 
(See back-up material)  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Data acquisition will be moved to surface for run 3

Fully optimized LLP searches at 
the interaction points ATLAS, CMS, LHCb?



Optimal place to catch LLP

Number of particle decayed within detector volume:  

ΔΩ

L ΔL

#in ≃ #produced ×
ΔΩ
4π

×
ΔL
d

e−L/d

d = γcτ decay length

Very long lived: d ≥ 100s meters

d ≫ ΔL, L



Optimal place to catch LLP
Number of particle decayed within detector volume:  

#in ≃ #produced ×
ΔΩ
4π

×
ΔL
d

e−L/d d = γcτ

ATLAS/CMS (LHCb) Far detectors

ΔΩ

ΔL

L

∼ 4π < 0.1

1 − 10 meters 1 − 10 meters

1 − 10 meters 10 − 100 meters



Optimal place to catch LLP
#in ≃ #produced ×

ΔΩ
4π

×
ΔL
d

e−L/d d = γcτ

ATLAS/CMS (LHCb) Far detectors

ΔΩ

ΔL

L

∼ 4π < 0.1

1 − 10 meters 1 − 10 meters

1 − 10 meters 10 − 100 meters

Advantage of far detector? 
Far away from interaction point, less background.

Room for new ideas: suppression bkgd near interaction point.

LLP decay products somewhat soft, different trigger strategy



Time delay

LT1

LT2

X

a b

SM
`X

`a

`SM

Timing layer

Good for massive LLP produced with 
small or moderate boost

βX < 1



Basic topologies
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Long-lived particles at the LHC: Catching Them In Time
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We explore the physics potential of using precision timing information at the LHC in the search
for long-lived particles (LLP). In comparison with the light Standard Model particle produced from
the hard interactions, the decay products of massive LLPs arrives at detectors with sizable time
delay. We propose new strategies to take advantage of this property, using the initial state radiation
jet for timestamping the event and only requiring a single LLP to decay inside the detector. This
search strategy can be e↵ective for a broad range of models. In addition to outlining the general
approach of using timing information, we demonstrate its e↵ectiveness with the projected reach
for two benchmark scenarios: Higgs decaying into a pair of LLPs, and pair production of long-
lived neutralinos in the gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking scenario. Our strategy increases
the sensitivity to the lifetime of the LLP by orders of magnitude and exhibits better behavior
particularly in the large lifetime region compared to traditional LLP searches at colliders. The
timing information significantly reduces the Standard Model background and therefore provides a
powerful new dimension for LLP searches.

PACS numbers: 95.35.+d, 14.80.Da, 14.80.Ec

Keywords: Supersymmetry, Beyond the Standard Model, Large Hadron Collider, precision timing

The presence of Long-Lived particles (LLP) can be the
most striking feature of many new physics models [1–11].
At the same time, vast swaths of the possible parameter
space of the LLP remain unexplored by LHC searches.

LHC general purpose detectors, ATLAS and CMS,
provide full angular coverage and sizable volume, making
them ideal for LLP searches. However, close to the inter-
action point, such searches can su↵er from the large SM
background. The LLPs produced at the LHC generically
travel slower than the SM background and may decay at
macroscopic distances away from the interaction point.
Hence, they are separated from the SM background with
sizable time delay. In this study, we focus on the strategy
of using precision timing as a new tool to suppress the
background and enhance the reach for the LLP at the
LHC. Recently, precision timing upgrades with a timing
resolution around 25-30 picoseconds, by the CMS col-
laboration for the barrel and endcap region in front of
the Electromagnetic Calorimeter (EC) [12] and by the
ATLAS collaboration in endcap and forward region [13],
have been proposed to reduce pile-up for the upcoming
runs with higher luminosities. 1 In order to formulate a
strategy applicable to a broad range of models, we pro-
pose the use of a generic ISR jet for timestamping the
hard collision and require only single LLP decay inside

1
Timing information has also been applied to BSM searches in

identifying new physics in some very limited cases. Such exam-

ples include the time of flight parameter adopted in the heavy

stable charged particle searches [14–16], the time delay param-

eter adopted in the non-pointing photon searches at the CDF

and recently ATLAS [17–19], and (very loosely) in the stopped

particle searches [20].

the detector. Such a strategy can greatly suppress the
SM background and reach a sensitivity orders of mag-
nitude better than traditional searches. Precision tim-
ing opens a new window to search for Beyond Standard
Model (BSM) signals.

SM

SM X or SM

X
Y

SM

SM X or SM

X

FIG. 1. Two classes of signal kinematics for LLPs.

In general, there are two classes qualitatively di↵er-
ent channels for the LLPs, as shown in Fig. 1. In the
first class (upper panel), the LLP(s), denoted as X, are
produced through the decay of a heavier resonance (Y ),
which can contain one or more LLPs. Perhaps the most
popular model in this class is when the resonance is the
Higgs boson (Y = h). This is highly motivated by possi-
ble connection of new physics and electroweak symmetry
breaking. At the same time, the resonance can certainly
be other SM particles, such as W , Z and the top quark. It
could also be other new physics particles. They all share
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In general, there are two classes qualitatively di↵er-
ent channels for the LLPs, as shown in Fig. 1. In the
first class (upper panel), the LLP(s), denoted as X, are
produced through the decay of a heavier resonance (Y ),
which can contain one or more LLPs. Perhaps the most
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Higgs boson (Y = h). This is highly motivated by possi-
ble connection of new physics and electroweak symmetry
breaking. At the same time, the resonance can certainly
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γ ≃
mY

2mX
boost:

challenging for mX ≪ mY

benchmark: Higgs portal

Y = Higgs

boost: γ ∼ 1

slow moving, sizable Δt

benchmark: SUSY

X → SM Long lived χ0 → gravitino + . . . Long lived

X = neutralino

X = LLP



Signal
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particle searches [20].

the detector. Such a strategy can greatly suppress the
SM background and reach a sensitivity orders of mag-
nitude better than traditional searches. Precision tim-
ing opens a new window to search for Beyond Standard
Model (BSM) signals.

SM

SM X or SM

X
Y

SM

SM X or SM

X

FIG. 1. Two classes of signal kinematics for LLPs.

In general, there are two classes qualitatively di↵er-
ent channels for the LLPs, as shown in Fig. 1. In the
first class (upper panel), the LLP(s), denoted as X, are
produced through the decay of a heavier resonance (Y ),
which can contain one or more LLPs. Perhaps the most
popular model in this class is when the resonance is the
Higgs boson (Y = h). This is highly motivated by possi-
ble connection of new physics and electroweak symmetry
breaking. At the same time, the resonance can certainly
be other SM particles, such as W , Z and the top quark. It
could also be other new physics particles. They all share

ISR jet (time stamp) ISR jet (time stamp)

1. ISR jet provides the  time for the hard collision

2. LLP decay before reaching timing layer. 

measurement of Δt
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Timing layer

• timing layers considered here: 

• CMS EC search: LT1 = 0.2 m, LT2 = 1.2 m (EC = Electromagnetic Calorimeter) 

• Resolution:   

• MS search (hypothetical): LT1 = 4.2 m, LT2 = 10.6m (MS = Muon Spectrometer) 

• Resolution:   don’t need to be as good (detail later)

δt = 30 ps
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signal can be well separated from these backgrounds. In
the future, the object reconstruction with separation not
only in spatial but also in time should help discriminate
the various backgrounds.

In addition, in specific searches, signal typically has
additional feature. For example, in our case, we actu-
ally have two visible objects with di↵erent time delays.
Taking advantage of such characteristics, we expect the
background can be further suppressed.

As a side note, triggering on delayed signals concern-
ing the primary interaction vertex could become a very
interesting and important application for the general
class of long-lived particle signals [30–32]. Triggers with
additional timing information (such as sizable delay)
would complement current trigger system that focuses on
very hard events, using HT , pT of jets, leptons, photons,
and missing ET [33, 34]. A much softer threshold could
be achieved with sizable time delays as an additional
criterion, which would be extremely beneficial for LLP,
especially for compressed signal searches.

Augmented sensitivity on LLP through precision
Timing.— Our first example is Higgs decaying to LLP
with subsequent decays into bb̄ pairs. This occurs in
model [10] where the Higgs is the portal to a dark QCD
sector whose lightest states are the glueballs. The de-
cays of the 0++ glueballs are long-lived. This benchmark
has been studied without exploiting the timing informa-
tion [35, 36]. Typical energy of the glueball is set by
the Higgs mass, and the time delay depends on glueball
mass. The signal of LLPs produced through the decay of
an intermediate resonance in other new physics scenarios
would have similar characteristics.

The second example is the decay of the lightest SUSY
electroweakino in the GMSB scenario. Its decay into
SM bosons (Z, h, or �) and gravitino is suppressed by
the SUSY breaking scale

p
F , and it can be naturally

long-lived. Amongst all the possible electroweakinos, the
bino is well-studied in a non-pointing photon search [19].
We study the case in which Higgsino is the lightest elec-
troweakino with decay �̃

0
1 ! hG̃. Our selection would be

general so that all visible Higgs decays into SM particles
will be captured. In our simulation, we generate event
samples with the Higgs bosons decaying into dijets. This
two-body decay topology corresponds to approximately
70% of Higgs decays. This benchmark represents the
timing behavior of pair produced particles at the LHC
without an intermediate resonance.

For both of our examples, timestamping the hard col-
lision is achieved by using a ISR jet:

SigA : pp ! h + j , h ! X + X, X ! SM, (7)

SigB : pp ! �̃�̃ + j, �̃
0
1 ! h + G̃ ! SM + G̃. (8)

For SigB, other electroweakinos �̃, such as charginos �̃
±

or heavier neutralino �̃
0
2, promptly decay into the lightest

neutralino state �̃
0
1 plus soft particles.

h → X X, X → j j
MS(30ps), Δt>0.4ns
MS(200ps), Δt>1ns
EC(30ps), Δt>1ns
MS2DV, noBKG
MS1DV, optimistic

BRinv
h <3.5%

mX in [GeV] 10 40 50

10-3 10-2 10-1 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108
10-7

10-6

10-5

10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

100

cτ (m)

B
R
(h
→
X
X
)

Precision Timing Enhanced Search Limit (HL-LHC)

FIG. 4. The 95% C.L. limit on BR(h ! XX) for signal
process pp ! jh with subsequent decay h ! XX and X !
jj. Di↵erent colors indicate di↵erent masses of the particle X.
The thick solid and dotted (thick long-dashed) lines indicate
MS (EC) searches with di↵erent timing cuts. The numbers
in parentheses are the assumed timing resolutions. Other 13
TeV LHC projections [36, 37] are plotted in thin lines.

To emphasize the power of timing, we rely mostly on
the timing information to suppress background and make
only minimal cuts. In this case, we need only one low
pT ISR jet, with p

j
T > 30 GeV and |⌘j | < 2.5. In

both signal benchmarks, we require at least one LLP
decays inside the detector. We generate signal events
using MadGraph5 [38] at parton level and adopt the UFO
model file from [39] for the GMSB simulation. After de-
tailed simulation of the delayed arrival time for the dif-
ferent lifetime of the LLPs and geometrical selections, we
derive the projection sensitivity to SigA and SigB using
the cross sections obtained in Ref. [40] and Refs. [41, 42],
respectively.

For SigA, the 95% C.L. sensitivity is shown in Fig. 4.
The decay branching ratio of X ! jj is assumed to be
100%, where j here is light flavor quark. The EC and
MS searches, with 30 ps timing resolution, are plotted in
thick dashed and solid lines. For MS, the best reach of
BR(h ! XX) is about a few 10�6 for c⌧ < 10 m. It is rel-
atively insensitive to the mass of X because both 10 GeV
and 50 GeV X are moving slowly enough to pass the time
cut. The best reach points for di↵erent mass of X occurs
at di↵erent c⌧ and approximately inversely proportional
to mX . This is because the maximal probability for X to
decay is at a fixed d = c⌧� = (LT2�LT1)/(log(LT2/LT1)).
For large c⌧ at the EC search, the lighter X has worse
BR sensitivity reach than heavier ones, since the detec-
tor is shorter than MS and �t cut e�ciency is smaller
for lighter X. Interestingly, for c⌧ . 10�2 m, the reach
of light X becomes better than heavy X. For the MS
search, a less precise timing resolution (200 ps) has also
been considered with cut �t > 1 ns to suppress back-
ground. After the cut, the backgrounds from SV and PU

For example,  for BR(h → XX) ∼ 10−3

EC(MS) reach can be cτ ∼ 103(104) meters

Jia Liu, Zhen Liu, LTW
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FIG. 5. The projected 95% C.L. limit on the Higgsino mass–
lifetime plane for signal process of Higgsino pair production
in association with jets, with subsequent decay of the lightest
Higgsino �̃0 ! hG̃ and h ! bb in GMSB scenario. We de-
coupling other electroweakinos and hence have Higgsino-like
chargino �̃± and neutralino �̃0

2 nearly degenerate with �̃0
1.

for MS search are 0.11 and 7.0 ⇥ 10�3 respectively, and
SV background dominates. For PU background, the final
time spread includes the timing resolution and PU intrin-
sic time spread in quadrature. The reach for heavy X is
almost not a↵ected, while the sensitivity to the branch-
ing ratio can be reduced by at most a factor of a few for
light X.

We compare EC and MS (thick lines) with 13 TeV
HL-LHC (with 3 ab�1 integrated luminosity) projections,
two displaced vertex (DV) at MS using zero background
assumption (thin dotted) and one DV at MS using a
data-driven method with optimistic background estima-
tion (thin dashed) from [36]. It is clear that timing cuts
greatly reduces background and provides better sensitiv-
ity. For the long lifetime, the limit is proportional to c⌧

for searches requiring one LLP to be reconstructed as the
signal, and (c⌧)2 for searches requiring two LLPs to be
reconstructed as the signal. Therefore one LLP decay is
better. The projected limits from invisible Higgs decay
at 13 TeV [37] is also plotted in Fig. 4.

For SigB, we show the projected 95% C.L. exclusion
reach in the plane of Higgsino mass m�̃ in GeV and
proper lifetime c⌧ in m in Fig. 5. The projected cov-
erage of the EC and MS searches in blue and red shaded
regions, respectively. Due to the slow motion of �̃, we
show the projections with a tight (solid lines) and a lose
(dashed lines) �t requirement. We can see minor di↵er-
ences between di↵erent delayed time cut choices for this
signal. Although in the previous section, EC and MS sig-
nal with �t > 1 and 0.4 ns cuts have background event of
order 1, we also show the sensitivity reach with a sizable
background of 100 at the HL-LHC. We observe a similar
generic behavior for the coverage of EC and MS searches
in term of the lifetime for SigB.

Furthermore, we draw gray dashed-dotted lines for the
corresponding model parameter

p
F of the fundamental

SUSY breaking scale for GMSB in the figure for refer-
ence. To compare with the reach of existing long-lived
particle searches and their projection, we follow Ref. [6]
and quote the most sensitive CMS displaced dijet search
conducted at 8 TeV [43], and show the projected sensi-
tivity at 13 TeV assuming statistical dominance for the
background. We can see significant improvement for tim-
ing enhanced LLP searches, almost doubling the reach of
m�̃ with lifetime around one meter. Furthermore, timing
searches extend the sensitivity to very long lifetime, up
to 105 m for a 200 GeV long-lived Higgsinos.

In Fig. 4 and 5, an upper bound on �t, �t < 25 ns,
is required for EC to stay in the same proton bunch. If
there is no such requirement, the pile-up background will
increases linearly with the number of proton bunches in
the time window. For the MS search, the recording time
extends to hundreds of ns, and the pile-up background
can be eliminated by screening the approximately ±0.5
ns window for each bunch crossing, which has negligible
impact on the signal e�ciency.

Discussion.–We demonstrate that exploiting timing in-
formation can significantly enhance the LLP searches at
CMS and ATLAS. To emphasize the utility of timing, we
have only made minimal requirements on the signal, with
one ISR jet and a time delayed signal. Further optimiza-
tion can be developed for more dedicated searches. The
timestamping ISR jet can be replaced by other objects,
like leptons and photons. Depending on the process, one
can also use objects from prompt decay. For example, in
the Higgs signal, the final state jh can be changed to Wh,
with the W boson decay leptonically. The charged lep-
ton from the W boson can trigger the event and calibrate
the time as well, in the meantime, the background is re-
duced from QCD to electroweak cross-sections. At the
same time, the signal is only reduced by a smaller produc-
tion cross-section, and all other features remain similar.
For instance, in R-parity violating SUSY, the pair pro-
duced squarks and gluinos can promptly decay to neu-
tralino plus jets. Those jets can provide the timestamp
for the event as well. In addition, for specific searches,
one should also optimize the selection of the signal based
on the decay products of the LLPs.

We have considered two concepts of timing layer at the
LHC. The CMS EC timing upgrade for HL-LHC already
provides significant improvement. The MS system has
the notable benefits of low background, a large volume
for the LLP to decay and more substantial time delay
for the LLP signal due to longer travel distance. As an
estimate of the best achievable sensitivity, given that the
MS is an ideal place to look for LLPs at the LHC, we
have also considered a hypothetical timing layer outside
of the ATLAS MS. We found robust enhanced sensitivity
to LLPs at MS using the timing information. Moreover,

Slower moving LLP, timing cuts can be further relaxed. 

Jia Liu, Zhen Liu, LTW
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Going beyond

- Our studies demonstrated great potential of using 
timing. 


- We have made idealized assumptions about 
background. 


- But we also have not fully used the signal. Such 
as LLP decay to two delayed objects. 


- More realistic triggering and background studies 
necessary (some under way).  



New directions and ideas

- Apply timing to current LLP searches should already help.

e.g. muon-RoI based searches


- Removing the ISR jet for MS searches. 

Higher rate. Larger dt = 1 ns cut, don’t need precise hard 
collision time.


- High granularity, better pointing and vertexing

Would be at least as useful as timing. 


HGCAL, MS RPC upgrade. 


- Using timing info with the calorimeters, HGTD. 



Conclusion

- LHC still has a lot to say. 

15+ years of operation, 95+% of data to come. 


Need to think about how to new searches with this 
data. (In addition to looking else where. )


- LLP searches are a promising direction.

Theoretically motivated, a variety of models. 


Cover a broad range of life-time, production 
mechanism and decay products.


- More work (and originality) needed. 

In particular, optimize searches at ATLAS/CMS/
LHCb
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• Detector needs timing information to record event

25 ns = 7.5 m
30 cm = 1 ns

16 micron<1ps

Detector with timing information

CMS Phase-II upgrade: 
MIP Timing 
Detector(MTD)
both barrel and endcap 

With 30 ps timing 
resolution, enable 4d 
reconstruction

Aim for reducing pile-up

11/04 Zhen Liu                Timing BSM             UMD-JHU joint seminar
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25 ns = 7.5 m
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With 30 ps timing 
resolution, enable 4d 
reconstruction

Aim for reducing pile-up
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Late comers will be spotted easily:

11/04 Zhen Liu                Timing BSM             UMD-JHU joint seminar

ATLAS MS LLP search 
(without timing)

Same-vertex hard scattering 
background, time spread 30 ps
(precision timing)

Hard collision BKG: detector time 
resolution ~30 ps
MTD (30ps) cut: Δt > 0.4 ns
MS (30ps) cut: Δt > 1ns
BKG(SV) << 1

The detector time resolution for MS 
can be hundreds of ps
MS (200ps) cut: 
Δt > 1ns
BKG(MS-SV) ~ 0.11

CMS MTD 𝜂 < 3.0



Late comers will be spotted easily:

11/04 Zhen Liu                Timing BSM             UMD-JHU joint seminar

Pile-Up background, time spread 
190 ps (beam property) 

Pile-up BKG: intrinsic resolution 
~190 ps
MTD (30ps) cut: Δt > 1 ns
BKG(MTD-PU) ~ 1.3
MS (30ps) cut: Δt > 0.4 ns
BKG(MS-PU) ~ 0.86

The detector time resolution for 
MS can be hundreds of ps, even ns
MS (200ps) cut: Δt > 1ns
BKG(MS-PU) << 1

ATLAS MS LLP search 
(without timing)

CMS MTD 𝜂 < 3.0



Search based on MS
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